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Background

✦ ACL2(r) has a foundational theory of 
differentiation

✦ Most recent result: composition theorems, e.g., 
✦ the chain rule
✦ derivative of inverse functions
✦ derivative of sums, products, etc.



Background

✦ Using foundational approach is nice...
✦ ... but it requires proving many tedious 

lemmas
✦ Kids in high school or college calculus learn 

far easier way to take derivatives



Automatic Differentiation

✦ Automatic Differentiation (AD) is a technique 
to compute derivatives automatically

✦ The AD system computes the derivatives 
symbolically

✦ This can be an early assignment in a LISP class
✦ In ACL2(r), we generate the derivative and the 

formal proof



Basic Approach
✦ We start with some functions with known 

derivatives
✦ Repeatedly apply 

✦ the chain rule
✦ the inverse function rule
✦ the sum & product rules

✦ Known derivatives are kept in ACL2 state



Roadmap

 



 

 



First principles
Chain rule & simplification
Inverse function rule



Key Challenges
✦ Previous foundational rules too difficult to automate
✦ Derivative of ex had not been proved earlier
✦ Sine, cosine, etc., defined in terms of ex

✦ Thinking of domains as intervals made it difficult to 
find the domains automatically

✦ Chain rule (and others) were proved in the context 
of real-valued functions, but we needed complex 
functions



Foundational Rules
✦ ACL2(r) defined the concept of differentiable 

functions – not derivatives

✦ Differentiability is introduced using 
encapsulate

✦ The idea is that discharging proof obligations 
of differentiability would be easier

✦ But this is wrong when you have an AD



Derivative of ex

✦ The function ex for complex x is defined in ACL2(r) 
using the Taylor expansion

✦ Previously verified facts: 
✦ Taylor expansion of ex converges
✦ ex+y = ex ey

✦ e0 = 1
✦ ex is continuous

✦ The derivative of ex was never established



Derivative of ex

✦ It is easy enough to verify that 

          =           
!ex+h ex

h
ex ! 1eh

h

✦ But why does the second term go to 1?
✦ I.e., why does eh go to 1 at the same rate 

that h goes to 0?
✦ Calculus books are no help



Proof Sketch
          Lemma 1. x ∈ C ∧ k ∈ N ∧ k ≥ 2 ⇒ ≤           ∣∣∣∣
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          Lemma 2. f(x) is limited whenever x is limited          

          Define (std) g(x) (f(x))          !std
"



Proof Sketch

          Lemma 4. h ! C " ||h|| # 1 $ ||g(h)|| # ||g(1)||          

          Lemma 5. g(h) is limited when ||h|| ! 1          

          Lemma 6. h ! C " h infinitesimal # $ 1          
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          Lemma 3. h ! C " = 1 + h # g(h)          
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Function Domains

✦ In analysis, most theorems are stated in the 
context of some interval

✦ “Let f be a differentiable function on the 
interval (a, b) ...”

✦ ACL2(r) kept this convention



Function Domains
✦ Composition theorems do not always produce 

intervals
✦ E.g., consider the function 1/x

✦ Easy to take care of manually, but difficult to 
automate

✦ Solution: Use domain predicates, not intervals
✦ Irony: Previously introduced intervals to simplify 

higher-order reasoning!



Complex Context

✦ Naive (original) plan:
✦ Sine and cosine defined from ex

✦ Prove derivative of ex

✦ Use chain rule to get derivative of sine and 
cosine for free!



Real Context

✦ Problem:
✦ Chain rule defined for real-valued 

functions
✦          sin(x) =           

!eix e!ix

2i



Composition Rules

✦ Developed new version of the derivative 
composition rules
✦ derivative of sums
✦ derivative of products
✦ chain rule
✦ derivative of inverse functions



The End Result
✦ Derivative functions can be defined 

automatically:
✦ (defderivative square-deriv-local 

                        (square x))
✦ This defines the function square-deriv-local
✦ The function is generated automatically
✦ Sadly, the definition may be “ugly”



Generating Your Own
✦ You can also define your own derivative functions, 

e.g., 2x instead of (1x)+(1x)
✦ All you need to do is prove that this is the right 

derivative
✦ This involves several proof obligations
✦ We generate those theorems automatically
✦ And the proof should follow from the proof of the 

automatically found derivative



Generating Your Own

✦ (derivative-hyps square
    :close-hints
     (("Goal"
         :use ((:instance square-deriv-local))
         :in-theory (disable square-deriv-local))))



Derivative-Hyps
✦ This macro generates the proof obligations 

that establish f-prime is the derivative of f
✦ The macro follows a specific naming 

convention
✦ f and f-prime
✦ f-continuous, f-standard, f-prime-standard, 

f-close, ...



Naming Convention

✦ The naming convention is crucial
✦ It allows us to automatically generate the 

necessary hints and theorems
✦ The macros help us to follow the convention
✦ Macros also help users stick to the convention



The AD Database
✦ The AD algorithm uses a database of known 

derivatives & inverse functions
✦ This database grows as more derivatives are 

discovered and inverse functions are defined
✦ The database is kept in an ACL2 table
✦ Users can add their own entries to the table 

(using a macro that simplifies the process)



Conclusions

✦ We developed an AD tools for ACL2(r)
✦ Tool automatically computes derivatives and 

generates the correctness proofs
✦ Robust enough for general use
✦ Next challenge: Symbolic integration


